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ABSTRACT
Creating an Instrument to Explore the Self-Efficacy of Writing Instructors
to Teach Apprehensive Writers
Kathleen Marie Romrell
Department of Teacher Education, BYU
Master of Arts
Writing apprehension is a writing difficulty that can impair the writing experiences of
students. While researchers have proposed many interventions that teachers can implement to
assist their students who struggle with writing apprehension, there has not been an instrument
that is designed to measure teacher self-efficacy to help these same students. This study created
such an instrument, entitled the Self-efficacy to Teach Apprehensive Writers Scale (STAWS),
using Tschannen-Moran and Woolfolk Hoy’s (2001) Teacher Sense of Efficacy Scale and Daly
and Miller’s (1975) Writing Apprehension Test as model instruments. The new instrument was
designed to measure writing instructor self-efficacy to teach their students who struggle with
writing apprehension. Results from an exploratory factor analysis indicate that the STAWS
represents a two-factor construct, measuring teacher self-efficacy to (a) engage apprehensive
writers (α = .80), and (b) identify and meet the needs of apprehensive writers (α = .79). This twofactor solution explains approximately 58% of the variation in responses from instructors of firstyear writing. While the instrument still needs to be validated, preliminary analysis indicates that
instructors of first-year writing may experience moderately high self-efficacy to teach their
apprehensive writers. First-year writing instructors appear to feel slightly more confident in their
ability to identify and meet the needs of apprehensive writers than they are to engage these
writers. Future research should focus on validating the instrument and using it to explore
different types and demographic groups of teachers, including different levels of experience with
sources of self-efficacy.

Keywords: self-efficacy, teacher attitudes, writing apprehension, test construction, exploratory
factor analysis, freshman composition
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Writing is one of the most essential skills that college students need today (Kellogg &
Raulerson, 2007; Lea & Street, 1998; Zhu, 2004). As researchers have argued, writing well is
important regardless of a student’s major or intended career because writing-to-learn and
writing-to-demonstrate-understanding are skills that help students no matter their chosen major,
subject, or discipline (Emig, 1977; Yancey et al., 2014). This emphasis on writing also applies to
the workforce, where 82% of employers list the “ability to effectively communicate in writing”
as very important to their decision of whether to hire a recent college graduate (Hart Research
Associates, 2005, p. 4).
Unfortunately, research suggests that recent high school graduates are unable to write to
the level that is expected of them in higher education and beyond (Graham & Perin, 2007;
Persky et al., 2002). According to the most recent results of the National Assessment of
Educational Progress (NAEP) in writing, only 27% of high school seniors were able to write at
or above proficiency, with 21% of students writing at a “below basic” level, which is the lowest
score granted to those whose writing does not demonstrate “partial mastery” of proficiency
standards (National Center for Education Statistics, 2012, p. 2). These data align with complaints
both from universities and workforce employers that recent high school graduates are unprepared
for the increased writing expectations required of college students and employees (Hart Research
Associates, 2005; Fanetti et al., 2010). For this reason, many universities include a first-year
writing course as a necessary part of their general educational program (Ratliff, 2013; Roemer et
al., 1999). Within these courses, instructors teach their students how to write as expected at the
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college level and to enter the discourse communities that exist in academia (Bartholomae, 1986;
Roemer et al., 1999).
While the students in these classes are transitioning between high school- and universitylevel writing expectations, their instructors are often in similar periods of transition, since firstyear writing courses are commonly taught by graduate student instructors or other temporary
faculty (Bartholomae et al., 2008; Ritter, 2012). Because of the temporary nature of these
positions, the teachers of first-year writing courses are often novice teachers who have less
experience teaching and subsequently feel less confident in their ability to meet student needs
(Smollin & Arluke, 2014; Tschannen-Moran & Woolfolk Hoy, 2007; Wisniewski, 2014). That
said, in order to help students to transition from their high school writing context to a university
writing context, the instructors of first-year writing courses must attend to both the cognitive and
affective dimensions of student writing (Stewart et al., 2015). While there are a variety of
emotional influences that writing teachers must attend to in their instruction, writing
apprehension continues to be one of today’s most debilitating emotional inhibitors of student
writing (Daly & Miller, 1975; Kelly & Gaytan, 2020).
Writing Apprehension
Writing apprehension was first described by Daly (1978) as being a “situation and
subject-specific individual difference concerned with people’s general tendencies to approach or
avoid writing” (p. 10). Measured using Daly and Miller’s (1975) Writing Apprehension Test
(WAT), the writing apprehension construct evaluates a student’s writing experience (measuring
how easy or difficult they find writing to be), their enjoyment of the writing process, and the
perceived rewards or costs of the writing (Burgoon & Hale, 1983). Research investigating
student experiences with writing apprehension demonstrates that writing apprehension has its
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roots in past negative writing experiences, such as negative feedback or evaluations, compulsory
writing, or difficulties in the writing process (Daly, 1977; Powers et al., 1979). Additional
research suggests that students can develop high levels of writing apprehension in response to
increased academic emphasis on writing as an essential skill, perfectionism, or comparisons
among peers (Abdel Latif, 2015; Al-Shboul & Huwari, 2015; Badrasawi et al., 2016).
Research has also demonstrated that more apprehensive writers are more likely to rush or
shorten the writing process (Book, 1976), put off writing assignments (Onwuegbuzie & Collins,
2001), and/or avoid writing situations altogether (Daly, 1978). Furthermore, writers with high
writing apprehension also tend to experience low writer self-efficacy (Martinez et al., 2011;
Stewart et al., 2015), have low expectations of future writing success (Daly & Wilson, 1983;
Martinez et al., 2011), and receive lower writing grades on assignments involving writing,
despite some evidence that these students have comparable writing abilities to their less
apprehensive peers (Badrasawi et al., 2016; Daly, 1978; Faigley et al., 1981; Martinez et al.,
2011). All of this research has helped establish the importance of addressing writing
apprehension in classes requiring writing skills.
While there has been research dedicated to understanding the student’s experience with
writing apprehension, little research has examined the teacher’s perspective and ability to
support students struggling due to writing apprehension. In part, this lack of research may stem
from the fact that there are currently no instruments designed to understand how teachers feel
about their ability to assist their more apprehensive writers. The closest researchers have come to
specifically addressing teacher beliefs about their abilities to help their highly apprehensive
writers has been to examine and investigate interventions that teachers can utilize to mitigate
student writing apprehension. This latter topic has been well researched, with studies
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demonstrating the benefits of a process-based approach that breaks up the writing task into
sequential steps that allow for feedback to student writing throughout the process (Bayat, 2014;
Fischer et al., 2017). Additional research has demonstrated the benefits of implementing
metacognitive strategies (e.g., helping students use grading rubrics as self-assessment devices)
both within and outside of the writing process (Arindra & Ardi, 2020; Britt et al., 2018; Riddell,
2015) and other miscellaneous supports such as low-stakes writing practice (Murray, 1978;
Reeves, 1997; Salch et al., 2001). While this collection of research does suggest steps a writing
instructor could take to help their apprehensive writers, these studies still center on the students,
with a focus on measuring and understanding any changes in writing apprehension experienced
by the students. This research is insufficient to help us understand what instructors currently
believe about their ability to support students struggling with high writing apprehension. As
Apawu and Anani (2017) claim, there is a need for additional focus on the instructor’s
perspective of and attention to student writing apprehension—and thus a need for more
instruments to help researchers understand this perspective.
Statement of the Problem
Writing apprehension is a negative writing condition that can impair a student’s writing
abilities and writing experience (Cocuk et al., 2016; Daly, 1978; Onwuegbuzie & Collins, 2001).
Because this is a situational anxiety that may come up as students practice writing, writing
instructors are best situated to help students navigate and mitigate this apprehension. That said,
while researchers have suggested many ways that instructors can support students with high
writing apprehension (Arindra & Ardi, 2020; Balta, 2018; Bayat, 2014; Britt et al., 2018; Fischer
& Meyers, 2017; Fischer et al., 2017; Iran-Nejad et al., 2013), researchers have yet to create an
instrument that measures the extent to which writing instructors feel confident in their abilities to
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help these students in their classes. This research is particularly needed for instructors of
university first-year writing courses because of research suggesting that the instructors of these
courses may be particularly disposed to low confidence in their teaching (Smollin & Arluke,
2014; Tschannen-Moran & Woolfolk Hoy, 2007; Wisniewski, 2014). Without instruments
measuring teacher self-efficacy to support apprehensive writers, it is difficult to say whether the
current focus of research is meeting the needs of writing instructors seeking to support all their
students.
Statement of the Purpose
The purpose of the current study was to create a scale that could be used to measure the
self-efficacy beliefs of writing instructors to teach their students who struggle due to writing
apprehension. In order to meet this outcome, I created a new instrument entitled the Self-efficacy
to Teach Apprehensive Writers Scale (STAWS). This new instrument was then analyzed to
identify any existing latent factors as well as the reliability of the scale. Finally, I examined how
the STAWS can be used to explore the self-efficacy of the surveyed instructors of first-year
university writing courses to support their highly apprehensive writers. This study employed the
following research questions:
1. What are the underlying dimensions of the STAWS? Does it demonstrate sufficient
internal consistency?
2. How do instructors of first-year university writing courses rate their self-efficacy, as
measured by the STAWS, to teach their students who experience high writing
apprehension?
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CHAPTER 2
Review of Literature
The primary objective of this study was to create and analyze a new scale to measure
writing instructor self-efficacy to teach apprehensive writers. This scale was then used to explore
the self-efficacy beliefs of instructors of first-year university writing courses to support their
apprehensive writers. In order to accomplish these purposes, this review of literature will first
examine self-efficacy, a central concept stemming from Bandura’s (1986) social cognitive
theory. I will next review the research literature that explores the measurement of teacher selfefficacy and student writing apprehension in order to identify a basis from which I created an
instrument that measures writing instructor self-efficacy to teach apprehensive writers.
Theoretical Framework
This study is grounded in Bandura’s (1977) concept of self-efficacy, a term used to
describe a person’s belief that they can fulfill the required behaviors to produce a desired
outcome. This belief is important because it influences what individuals choose to do, the
amount of effort they put into doing it, and the way they feel as they do it (Bandura, 1986). In
this way, investigations of self-efficacy focus less on the skills and strategies that someone has at
their disposal and more on what a person feels they can accomplish within their present
circumstances (Bandura, 1997). While the concept of self-efficacy can feel similar to other
constructs such as self-esteem or self-concept, Bandura (1997) clarifies that self-efficacy is most
related to the ways that beliefs about oneself manifest as behaviors. Additionally, while other
self-referent concepts may be applied globally (e.g., a person’s self-concept is likely to be
consistent, regardless of current context), self-efficacy is very situational to the task at hand. As
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such, assessment methods need to respond to how the specific environment may impact a
person’s behavior and beliefs about their abilities to perform expected tasks.
According to Bandura (1997), people can develop self-efficacy beliefs through four main
methods: mastery experiences, vicarious experiences, verbal persuasion, and physiological
states. While positive experiences with each of these sources can result in an increase in selfefficacy, negative experiences can result in a decrease in self-efficacy (Bandura, 1997; Muretta,
2005; Wood & Bandura, 1989). Of these four sources, mastery experiences—successful
experiences within the actual task that are believed to be a result of one’s competency—are
considered the most influential due to the increased impact of a personal and authentic
experience (Bandura, 1977; Loo & Choy, 2013; Tschannen-Moran & McMaster, 2009; Wood &
Bandura, 1989). People may also increase their self-efficacy beliefs through external influencers.
This can be seen in Bandura’s (1997) concept of vicarious experiences, or watching others obtain
success through modeled behaviors that feel attainable to the person. Verbal persuasion, the use
of praise to convince someone that they are capable of accomplishing a particular task, may also
promote an individual’s self-efficacy, although this source of self-efficacy may be weak,
particularly if the praise is considered to be inauthentic (Bandura, 1997; Pajares, 2006). Finally,
Bandura (1997) describes that one’s physiological state may impact one’s self-efficacy beliefs,
particularly in the cases of emotional reactions like anxiety.
Because of the natural correlations between the concept of writing self-efficacy—a
writer’s belief in their ability to accomplish writing tasks—and of writing apprehension,
researchers commonly consider these two variables together (Goodman & Cirka, 2009; Leggette
et al., 2020; Martinez et al., 2011; Pajares & Johnson, 1994; Ryan, 2019; Sanders-Reio et al.,
2014). In fact, the strength of the correlation of these variables has led Goodman and Cirka
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(2009) to argue that writing apprehension and writing self-efficacy should be studied and
considered jointly. Through this and additional research, it has been well-established that there is
generally a strong negative correlation between a student’s writing apprehension and writing
self-efficacy, meaning that a student with high writing apprehension is also likely to have low
writing self-efficacy and vice versa (Goodman & Cirka, 2009; Martinez et al., 2011; Pajares &
Valiante, 1997). That said, while writing self-efficacy and writing apprehension have been
thoroughly studied together in terms of students’ shared experiences with each of these
constructs, researchers have yet to investigate how teachers rate their self-efficacy to teach
students struggling with writing apprehension.
Teacher Self-Efficacy
Researchers have defined teacher self-efficacy as “the confidence teachers hold about
their individual and collective capability to influence student learning” (Klassen et al., 2011, p.
21). These self-efficacy beliefs can come from many sources, such as teacher-education
programs (Tuchman & Isaacs, 2011; Velthuis et al., 2014), teaching experiences (Pfitzner-Eden,
2016; van Rooij et al., 2019), professional development (Tschannen-Moran & McMaster, 2009),
and administrative feedback (Mireles-Rios & Becchio, 2018). A teacher’s self-efficacy beliefs
are important because they can impact teaching outcomes. According to Bandura (1997), a
teacher’s self-efficacy may impact their resilience with failures, the time and effort they dedicate
when faced with a teaching difficulty, and even the level of stress they feel in their career.
Instructors with high self-efficacy often experience less burn-out and report more satisfaction
within their chosen career (Schwarzer & Hallum, 2008; Skaalvik & Skaalvik, 2010).
A teacher’s self-efficacy can also have a large impact on the students in their classroom.
In fact, Graham et al. (2001) has noted that teacher self-efficacy is a “particularly powerful
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construct and one of the few teacher characteristics that reliably predicts teacher practices and
student outcomes” (p. 178). For instance, many studies have shown a correlation between a
teacher’s sense of self-efficacy and their students’ achievement (Caprara et al., 2006; Mojavezi
& Tamiz, 2012; Moore & Esselman, 1992, 1994; Ross, 1992), students’ motivation (Alibakhshi
et al., 2020; Mojavezi & Tamiz, 2012; Webb & Ashton, 1986), and students’ own senses of selfefficacy (Anderson et al., 1988; Tschannen-Moran & Woolfolk Hoy, 2007). All this research,
however, has looked at teaching self-efficacy within a K-12 school setting and not within a
higher education, first-year writing setting.
The lack of teaching self-efficacy research in university first-year writing courses matters
because the self-efficacy construct is extremely content- and context-driven. Bandura (1997)
warns that self-efficacy is a “dynamic, multifaceted belief system that operates selectively across
different activity domains and under different situational demands, rather than being a
decontextualized conglomerate” (p. 42). In this way, a person’s self-efficacy depends greatly on
their context. For instance, while a teacher may experience high self-efficacy in their ability to
teach a student to read, they may have less confidence in their ability to teach a student to write.
Or, closer to the situation of the current study, while a teacher may feel confident in their ability
to teach a “typical” student to write, they may experience low self-efficacy beliefs in their ability
to teach students who struggle with feelings of apprehension or anxiety while writing. Because
self-efficacy is context- and content-driven, it is important to delineate the aspects of selfefficacy at work when university instructors of first-year writing courses seek to meet the needs
of highly apprehensive writers and students in their classes.
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Self-Efficacy of University Instructors
While less teacher self-efficacy research has been conducted within the university context
when compared to the K-12 educational context, the research that does exist shows similar
benefits when university instructors demonstrate higher teacher self-efficacy. For example, Fong
et al. (2019) demonstrated that higher teacher self-efficacy in university instructors correlated
with higher engagement from university students. Sarkhosh and Rezaee (2014) also correlated
teaching self-efficacy of university instructors to emotional intelligence, or their ability to
manage, sense, and influence their own emotions and the emotions of those around them (see
also Bar-On et al., 2006). These skills are important in any teaching setting, since teaching is an
inherently emotionally laden practice (Hargreaves, 1998). However, emotional management
skills may be even more critical when the instructor is attempting to help a student with an
affective learning difficulty like writing apprehension.
While K-12 teachers and university instructors experience many of the same benefits
from higher self-efficacy, the sources from which these teachers may develop their self-efficacy
differ. For instance, while a plethora of research studies demonstrate an increase in teacher selfefficacy following teacher education and training courses (e.g., Lee & Lee, 2014; Velthuis et al.,
2014; Wenner, 2001; Woolfolk Hoy & Spero, 2005), the majority of writing instructors teaching
at a university-level do not necessarily go through a teacher preparation program and may
experience somewhat limited pedagogical training to teach (Burke, 2021; Prieto & Meyers,
1999; Tanner & Allen, 2006). Because of this, the self-efficacy of university instructors is
commonly formed during the act of teaching itself, via mastery experience (e.g., successful
teaching lessons) and verbal persuasion (e.g., student or colleague feedback; Morris & Usher,
2011; Tyndall, 2017). Interestingly, both those sources of self-efficacy rely on previous teaching
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experience. Novice university instructors (those just beginning their teaching career) are likely to
experience lower self-efficacy than their more experienced colleagues (Tschannen-Moran &
Woolfolk Hoy, 2007). While any university instructor could be a novice teacher, instructors of
classes that are commonly taught by graduate student instructors (such as first-year writing
courses) are more likely to be novice teachers due to the temporary nature of the job. This is
important because novice instructors with low self-efficacy are also less likely to remain in the
profession, creating higher turn-over, and the potential for even more novice teachers (Feldstein,
2017; Tait, 2008).
Self-Efficacy to Teach Writing
To understand the self-efficacy of instructors of first-year writing courses, it is also
important to examine the relevant research on the extent to which instructors are efficacious
when teaching writing to any students. Teacher self-efficacy to teach writing has been positively
correlated with a teacher’s likeliness to use evidence-based teaching practices, time spent on
writing instruction, and time given to students to write (Gilbert & Graham, 2010; Graham et al.,
2001). Additionally, teachers with high self-efficacy beliefs and a positive attitude toward
writing instruction are better at coping with disruptive behavior that might otherwise interfere
with learning (Troia et al., 2011). Alternatively, teachers with low writing teaching self-efficacy
are more prone to focus solely on editing issues, such as grammar and mechanics, rather than
global writing considerations (Lavelle, 2006). Due to these impacts, researchers have asserted
the importance and need for high teacher self-efficacy to teach writing (Locke & Johnston,
2016).
In investigating writing teachers’ self-efficacy, one must also consider the teacher’s selfefficacy to write themselves. As Lavelle (2006) points out, teachers are the students’ models for
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in-class demonstrations of writing, meaning that teachers are often in a state of performing
writing for their students. Thus, a teacher’s self-efficacy to write can impact their ability to assist
their students in their writing (Whitacre, 2019). A teacher’s low writing self-efficacy can also
impact their attitude toward writing (Hargreaves, 2001; Street, 2003), which may influence the
attitudes of their students. As Thornton (2010) explains, in order to support students in their
writing development, teachers need to “be cognizant of their self-perception of writing and how
writing is manifested in their classroom,” looking at the unconscious messages that they may be
communicating about writing to their students (p. 10). Teachers who see themselves as poor
writers may invest less time and energy into the teaching of writing (Street, 2003; Troia et al.,
2011). This is particularly concerning in the present study, since research conducted by Karakaya
and Ulper (2011) has suggested that students taught by instructors that spend more time on inclass writing activities often experience lower levels of writing apprehension.
Fortunately, an instructor’s low self-efficacy to write and to teach writing are subject to
change. Research has shown that teacher self-efficacy can indeed be improved over the first few
years of teaching, but then becomes resistant to change after that (Hoy & Woolfolk, 1990; Locke
et al., 2013; Valenzuela, 2021). Thus, it is worth surveying the self-efficacy beliefs of instructors
surrounding their writing instruction to both understand instructors’ current experiences and to
expose areas in which they could use more focused support. However, this can’t be done without
instruments designed to measure various aspects of teaching writing self-efficacy.
Measuring Teacher Self-Efficacy
Currently, there is not an instrument that measures the self-efficacy of instructors to teach
highly apprehensive writers. Therefore, a new instrument was created using the principles
established by Bandura (1997) and other self-efficacy researchers. Before creating this
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instrument, it was important to review the relevant literature on how teacher self-efficacy can
and should be measured.
Recommendations for Creating Instruments to Measure Self-Efficacy
Self-efficacy has been noted as a complex construct that is easy to misinterpret or
misapply (Bandura, 2007; Tschannen-Moran & Woolfolk Hoy, 2001). For this reason, experts in
the field of self-efficacy have provided recommendations for how to properly create instruments
designed to measure the self-efficacy construct. For instance, Bandura (1986, 1997) has been
very clear that self-efficacy is extremely content- and context-driven and that instruments must
respond to the situations they measure. That said, researchers need to balance the needs of
context specificity with a wide enough scope for the measure to be useful. For example, Pajares
(1997) gives the following warning:
Judgments of competence need not be so microscopically operationalized that their
assessment loses all sense of practical utility. Domain specificity should not be
misconstrued as extreme situational specificity, and there is no need to reduce efficacy
assessments to atomistic proportions. (p. 13)
To combine both Bandura’s (1997) and Pajares’s (1997) recommendations, it is important that
self-efficacy instruments respond to the context that they are attempting to address without
narrowing the focus beyond applicability. In the present study, for instance, while it is essential
that the self-efficacy instrument specifically addresses how well instructors can teach
apprehensive writers, there is no need to contextualize the instrument to only one age or grade
setting.
In his comprehensive book on self-efficacy, Bandura (1997) provides additional
recommendations for creating self-efficacy that have been important to the present study. For
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instance, Bandura (1997) notes that researchers must separate the self-efficacy construct from
those of locus of control or outcome expectations by focusing purely on a person’s “judgment of
capability to execute given types of performances” (p. 309). Thus, in order to measure judgment
of capability, all scale items (organized with a Likert scale with many degrees of gradation to
avoid ceiling effects) should always use the phrasing of “can do” rather than “will do,” which
may instead measure intentions (p. 308). Bandura (1997) also claims that any good self-efficacy
scale requires a solid understanding of the domain of functioning that the researchers are
attempting to understand. In the present study, for instance, this domain of functioning would be
the teacher’s ability to attend to a student’s writing apprehension. Bandura then recommends that
the resulting questions should be reviewed with relevant stakeholders to make sure that the
questions are clear and eliciting the desired types of responses. Finally, in the actual survey itself,
Bandura recommends including instructions directing participants to only answer survey
questions based on their current abilities rather than on any potential and expected future
abilities. All these recommendations are designed to diminish unnecessary confusion within the
scale items and to ensure that the instrument is measuring its intended construct.
Difficulties in Measuring Teaching Self-Efficacy Construct
While self-efficacy is an incredibly powerful construct (Graham et al., 2001),
measurements of self-efficacy have been historically difficult, with teaching self-efficacy
proving to be a particularly “elusive construct” (Tschannen-Moran & Woolfolk Hoy, 2001, p.
783). For example, the first attempt to measure teacher efficacy was just two questions created as
part of a much larger questionnaire about teacher characteristics and student learning (Armor et
al., 1976); however, the questions better measured locus of control than self-efficacy (Henson,
2002; Tschannen-Moran & Woolfolk Hoy, 2001). Gibson and Dembo (1984) later expanded
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upon those questions and created a 30-item instrument called the Teacher Efficacy Scale, which
was interpreted as measuring two factors of teaching self-efficacy: general teaching efficacy and
personal teaching efficacy. This measure was the most common instrument used to measure
teacher self-efficacy for a couple of decades after its conception. However, many researchers
have since asserted that there are theoretic and psychometric issues with this instrument that
prevent it from truly measuring teacher self-efficacy (Dellinger et al., 2008; Guskey & Passaro,
1994; Tschannen-Moran et al., 1998; Tschannen-Moran & Woolfolk Hoy, 2001).
More recently, many researchers have used Tschannen-Moran and Woolfolk Hoy’s
(2001) Teachers’ Sense of Efficacy Scale (TSES) when trying to assess teacher self-efficacy
(Dupuis et al., 2020; Pendergast et al., 2011; Tschannen-Moran & Woolfolk Hoy, 2007;
Woolfolk Hoy & Spero, 2005). This scale was created to address many of the issues with
previous teacher self-efficacy scales, so the study’s researchers made it a priority to ground the
scale in self-efficacy theory, contextualize the task behaviors, and account for the
multidimensionality of teaching task requirements (Dellinger et al., 2008; Tschannen-Moran &
Woolfolk Hoy, 2001). The TSES used Bandura’s unpublished teacher efficacy scale as a model
for the new scale and incorporated his expanded 9-point scale for responses (1—Nothing, 3—
Very little, 5—Some influence, 7—Quite a bit, and 9—A great deal; Tschannen-Moran &
Woolfolk Hoy, 2001). The final scale contained 24 items (12 items in the short form). These
items loaded onto three distinct factors: engagement, instruction, and management.
While the TSES continues to be the most used teacher efficacy scale, other scales have
been developed since then that interpret teacher efficacy differently. For instance, the Teachers’
Efficacy Beliefs System-Self (TEBS-Self) created by Dellinger et al. (2008) focused on
distinguishing teacher efficacy from teacher self-efficacy beliefs. To this end, the scale utilized
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item stems explicitly referring to belief (e.g., “My belief in my ability to… is…”) rather than
traditional teacher efficacy stems (“I am able to” or “I can”) to fully measure teacher beliefs that
were underrepresented in previous teacher self-efficacy scales (Dellinger et al., 2008, p. 756).
To measure teaching self-efficacy within the specific context of writing instruction,
Graham et al. (2001) created the Teacher Efficacy Scale for Writing, a scale intended to measure
primary-grade teachers’ efficacy to teach writing. This scale was adapted from Gibson and
Dembo’s (1984) teacher self-efficacy scale (though only utilizing the 16 items that loaded
significantly and uniquely onto the two factors) and was designed to measure both general
teacher efficacy and personal teaching efficacy. Hughey (2010) created a similar measure called
the Teaching Writing Self-Efficacy Scale, citing Graham et al.’s (2001) use of the partially
superseded Gibson and Dembo (1984) scale as justification for a new scale to measure teaching
writing self-efficacy. Locke and Johnston (2016) similarly created a teacher-of-writing selfefficacy scale to measure high school teachers’ self-efficacy to teach specifically the rhetorical
view of the writing process. Each of these studies created new instruments to specifically
measure teacher self-efficacy to teach writing. However, no existing instrument allows
researchers to examine the self-efficacy of writing teachers to support their apprehensive writers.
To enable researchers to better investigate this aspect of self-efficacy, I created a new instrument
called the Self-efficacy to Teach Apprehensive Writer Scale (STAWS).
Determining Model Instruments to Create a New Instrument
Previously existing instruments were used as a basis for the STAWS, which was intended
to measure the self-efficacy of writing instructors to teach their students who struggle with
writing apprehension. Because Bandura (1997) emphasized the need for a solid conceptual
understanding of the domain of functioning being measured, Daly and Miller’s (1975) Writing
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Apprehension Test (WAT) was used as a model for the new instrument. This test is both the
original scale to define and measure writing apprehension as well as the preferred instrument to
measure student writing apprehension currently. Several instruments that measure teacher selfefficacy were also considered (see Armor et al., 1976; Dellinger et al., 2008; Gibson & Dembo,
1984; Tschannen-Moran & Woolfolk Hoy, 2001), including a few that specifically measured
teacher self-efficacy to teach writing (see Graham et al., 2001; Hughey, 2010; Locke & Johnston,
2016). Because Tschannen-Moran and Woolfolk Hoy’s TSES is one of the most widely used
teacher efficacy scales today (Dupuis et al., 2020; Pendergast et al., 2011; Tschannen-Moran &
Woolfolk Hoy, 2007; Woolfolk Hoy & Spero, 2005), it was chosen to be a foundation for the
new instrument.
The original intention was to consult at least one of the aforementioned teaching writing
self-efficacy scales (e.g., Graham et al., 2001; Hughey, 2010; Locke & Johnston, 2016);
however, each of these scales were excluded due to varying interpretations of teacher selfefficacy and writing. For instance, Graham et al.’s (2001) scale was based on Gibson and
Dembo’s (1984) teacher efficacy scale, which defined and conceived of self-efficacy differently
than the TSES and focused more on locus of control (see Tschannen-Moran & Woolfolk Hoy,
2001; Dellinger et al., 2008). Based on Bandura’s (1997) warning that self-efficacy must be
separated from locus of control, it was determined that consulting two scales with such different
conceptions of self-efficacy would muddle the factors of the scale, so Graham et al.’s (2001)
scale was eliminated for consideration. Instruments created by Hughey (2010) and Locke and
Johnston (2016), both of which used a similar underlying understanding of self-efficacy as the
TSES, were similarly considered. However, both instruments utilized very specific
interpretations of writing instruction that did not necessarily fit the research literature on writing
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apprehension. For instance, Hughey (2010) included items such as “I am confident in my ability
to teach my students to successfully use transition words to connect ideas” (p. 116), while Locke
and Johnston (2016) asked teachers how confident they are in their ability to “provide where
appropriate a logical sequence of research activities related to a writing task” (p. 12). Including
items from either of these scales would have presupposed areas of impact for writing
apprehension that have not yet been demonstrated in the research literature.
Due to these considerations, I determined not to utilize any of these instruments assessing
an instructor’s self-efficacy to teach writing. Instead, this new instrument used Tschannen-Moran
and Woolfolk Hoy’s (2001) TSES as a foundation for questions related to teacher self-efficacy
and applied concepts from Daly and Miller’s (1975) WAT to this foundation. By combining
these two scales, I was able to create a new instrument entitled the STAWS. The analysis and use
of this instrument allowed me to answer the following research questions:
1. What are the underlying dimensions of the STAWS? Does it demonstrate sufficient
internal consistency?
2. How do instructors of first-year university writing courses rate their self-efficacy, as
measured by the STAWS, to teach their students who experience high writing
apprehension?
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CHAPTER 3
Method
This research project employed a quantitative, cross-sectional survey design (see Groves
et al., 2011) in order to create, analyze, and utilize a new scale called the Self-efficacy to Teach
Apprehensive Writers Scale (STAWS), which is a new instrument introduced in this study (see
Appendix A). The new scale used Likert-style scale items, as is customary within self-efficacy
research (Bandura, 1997; Graham et al., 2001; Tschannen-Moran & Woolfolk Hoy, 2001) to
examine the self-efficacy beliefs of university first-year writing instructors. This new scale was
sent to instructors of first-year writing courses in a Qualtrics-hosted survey that included both the
scale items and demographic questions (see Appendix B). The following section provides an
overview of the conducted study, including the participants, instrument, data collection, and data
analysis.
Participants and Setting
Instructors of first-year writing courses were surveyed using the STAWS in order to both
(a) identify the underlying dimensions of the newly created STAWS instrument, and (b) better
understand the self-efficacy of instructors of first-year writing courses to support apprehensive
writers. After receiving IRB approval (see Appendix C), responses were solicited from university
instructors (N = 155) that teach a first-year writing course at their respective universities. I
determined to sample specifically from universities in the Western United States (Washington,
Oregon, California, Idaho, Nevada, Utah, and Arizona) in order to have a narrower population
from which to draw upon. Instructors from both public and private institutions were included in
the survey. In order to be considered, universities had to be four-year institutions with at least
4,000 students that required students to take a first-year writing course(s) as part of the general
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education requirements. With this criteria, I invited 1,444 instructors of first-year writing courses
from 36 four-year universities across the Western United States. Participants in the survey were
eligible for a drawing for one of four $50 Amazon cards. The winners were selected randomly
and notified via the email address they provided.
In order to meet inclusion criteria for the current study, participants were instructors of
first-year university writing courses who (a) had taught a first-year writing course before, and (b)
were employed to teach their universities’ first-year writing course in Fall 2022. Since the survey
was sent out in August 2022, these inclusion criteria were created to ensure the relevance of the
scale items to the participants and appropriateness of the participants to answer the research
questions. For instance, the first requirement was to ensure that the surveyed teachers could
consider their experience in a first-year writing course as they answered the survey questions.
The second requirement was to ensure that the instructor still thought of themselves as a teacher
who needed to grapple with these questions when teaching within a first-year writing course
context. Of the 155 instructors who filled out the survey, 14 were removed because they did not
meet the inclusion criteria or had incomplete responses, resulting in 141 complete responses.
This number of participants (N = 141) was deemed sufficient to perform an exploratory factor
analysis on the new scale (the STAWS), since previous research has shown a 10:1 ratio between
participants and survey items to be an adequate number for these kinds of analyses (Costello &
Osborne, 2005). As there were 13 items on the STAWS, a minimum of 130 participants would
have been sufficient to conduct a factor analysis.
The final participant sample was made up of 141 instructors (see Appendix D for
demographic characteristics of those included within the sample). The majority (n = 98) of
respondents identified as female. Participants were also predominantly White, with 127 of the
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respondents listing “White” as their only race. Fifty-nine participants identified themselves as
Adjunct professors, 25 as graduate student instructors, eight as tenure-track professors, and the
remaining 49 as “Other.” This number of “Other” respondents was not anticipated, so there was
not originally an option for the teachers to self-describe their teaching position. This option was
later added. While there was not a consensus response, many of the teachers who reported being
an “Other” position described that they were full-time instructors that were not on a tenure-track.
In future data representations, the “Position” variable is collapsed into the “Pos_known”
variable, which excludes the "Other” option in order to allow for more analytical clarity.
There is reason to suspect that this sample is not representative of the typical distribution
of first-year writing instructors’ teaching positions. For example, due to the inclusion criteria that
instructors both (a) be assigned to teach a first-year writing course in the Fall of 2022, and (b)
have taught the class prior to that, this study necessarily disproportionately ignores graduate
student instructors, who generally teach for a shorter time and thus are less likely to meet both
criteria. Additionally, a couple of the universities included in this study listed the email addresses
of their adjunct/full-time professors but not their graduate staff. While this disproportionate
under-representation of graduate student instructors does not impact the results of the exploratory
factor analysis, it likely does impact the conclusions drawn to answer the second research
question, regarding the reported self-efficacy levels of instructors of first-year writing courses.
In terms of other demographic information, teachers generally had a fair amount of
teaching experience, with the largest subgroup of responders having taught for 10 to 25 years (n
= 69). Nearly all the instructors appeared to have received some training prior to their teaching,
with only five instructors rating their training as “Not at all.” The rest of the instructors were
relatively evenly split between the remaining options. In terms of additional sources of self-
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efficacy, more teachers reported having “Somewhat” experienced observing other university
writing instructors (n = 55) and having received “Quite a bit” of feedback (n = 60).
Many of the demographic variables were correlated together, as shown by the Spearman
correlations found in Table 1. Unsurprisingly, instructors who had more teaching experience
were also more likely to be older, to have received more education, and to be in higher teacher
positions. These more experienced teachers were also more likely to have received more
feedback, but interestingly do not seem to have had more experience observing other teachers or
receiving training. Generally, teachers who reported receiving more feedback also generally
reported having more experiences with other sources of self-efficacy, such as teaching
experience, observational experience, and—to a lesser extent—teacher training. Teacher gender
did not correlate with many other demographic identifiers, although men reported slightly higher
education levels, and women reported receiving slightly more training prior to teaching.
Table 1
Bivariate Relationships Between Demographic Questions
Variable

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Pos_known

1

—

Experience

2

.64**

—

Observation

3

.16

.03

—

Feedback

4

.39**

.38**

.44**

—

Training

5

.18

.12

.16

.19*

—

Gender

6

.04

.02

.03

.06

-.18*

—

Age

7

.58**

.72**

.07

.32**

.13

-.09

—

Education

8

.52**

.44**

.19*

.17*

.18*

.22**

.27**

8

—

Note. See Appendix C for a key of the demographic variables and item wording, in addition to
instances of each demographic subgroup.
* p<.05 ** p<.01
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Instrument
In this study, I created a new Likert-style scale (the STAWS) that asked teachers
questions pertaining to their self-efficacy to teach apprehensive writers. This scale was included,
along with demographic questions, in a survey hosted on Qualtrics and administered via email to
university instructors (see Appendix B). The scale originally contained 13 Likert-style items, but
ultimately was reduced to 9 items following the analysis of the present study (see Appendix A).
All participant data were obtained anonymously and maintained confidentially.
Drafting Scale Items
As previously noted, Tschannen-Moran and Woolfolk’s (2001) TSES and Daly and
Miller’s (1975) WAT provided the foundation of this new scale. The TSES (long edition) items
were first reviewed to determine which questions would be relevant to this study’s research aims.
The TSES loads onto three factors: student engagement, instructional strategies, and classroom
management. Most of the student engagement questions were adapted, since writing
apprehension is highly tied to motivational factors of writing (Daly & Miller, 1975; Hidi &
Boscolo, 2008). The entire classroom management section of the TSES was excluded from the
adaptation, since there is not currently research associating writing apprehension with behavioral
or management issues. Only a few items from the instructional strategies factor were adapted to
show teacher awareness of student writing apprehension.
With the TSES items as the foundation of the instrument, I then embedded concepts
from Daly and Miller's (1975) WAT into the original TSES questions. For some items, this only
required adjusting the terminology to explicitly ask about writing and writing apprehension—
such as the original TSES question, “How much can you do to help your students value
learning?” becoming the new item, “How much can you do to help your apprehensive writers
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value writing?” (Q6). Other items required more adaptation to embed the ideas of the WAT into
the TSES. For instance, the TSES item, “How much can you do to get students to believe they
can do well in school work?” was expanded into three questions that each covered different
aspects of writing apprehension described in Daly and Miller’s (1975) WAT: inability to write
clearly (see items 11, 16, and 21), negative expectations towards writing classes (see items 5, 18,
and 21), and fear of evaluation of assigned writing (see items 2, 4, 22, and 25). From these WAT
items, the following three items were created:
•

How much can you do to help your apprehensive writers believe they can express
their ideas clearly in writing? (Q11)

•

How much can you do to help your apprehensive writers believe they can improve
their writing through your class? (Q12)

•

How much can you do to help your apprehensive writers believe they can earn high
scores on writing assignments in your class? (Q13)

Other items required more liberties in the wording of the scales in order to address an
important concept within writing apprehension. For instance, the TSES items “How well can you
respond to difficult questions from your students?” and “How much can you do to improve the
understanding of a student who is failing?” were combined with the WAT item “I'm nervous
about writing” to create a new item that reads, “How well can you support a student who reaches
out because they are struggling with writing anxiety?” While this question uses very little of the
direct wording from any of the original scale items, it does combine the concepts of answering
questions, responding to struggling students, and student anxiety about writing into a question
that explores a teacher’s beliefs about their ability to support students with writing apprehension.
Only two of the newly created items did not use an original TSES stem (Q5: “How well can you
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help an apprehensive writer find aspects of writing that they enjoy?” and Q10: “To what extent
can you help an apprehensive writer feel comfortable sharing their writing?”). Each of these
items have extensive grounding in the WAT (items 3, 10, 15, 17, and 19 and items 6, 9, 12, 14,
and 20, respectively), but there was not a TSES item that could be easily adapted to fit either
question. These questions instead used the wording from other TSES-adapted items in order to
make sure the new items were harmonious with the rest of the scale.
Soliciting Feedback on Scale Items
In order to gain feedback from stakeholders and experts on this topic, three instructors of
first-year writing courses were asked to look over the scale and provide feedback. Following the
advice of Bandura (1997), I began by giving the graduate student instructors an introduction to
the survey itself, in which I clarified the construct of writing apprehension and directed the
teachers to consider only their current capabilities rather than future potential abilities. Both
graduate student instructors felt that they thoroughly understood the concept of writing
apprehension after the description, but they felt a little unsure about how to think about the
concept within the bounds of their classes. Based on this feedback, the survey directions were rewritten to include directions for teachers to think about students they have had in class that fit the
description of apprehensive writers. The third instructor (the tenure-track professor) was then
asked to share their interpretation and understanding of the updated instructions. This instructor
found the directions to be clear and understandable.
Next, the teachers were instructed to think aloud their process of understanding and
responding to each question in order to gain feedback about the clarity of the scale items. This
included noting when they were deciding how to interpret terminology, when they felt
unprepared to answer the question, what questions they felt were missing, etc. This round of
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feedback helped to ensure that all terminology was fully accessible to all participants and
illuminated questions that teachers had difficulty answering. For instance, while an original
question asked, “To what extent can you motivate your apprehensive writers to write in both
academic and non-academic contexts?”, the think-aloud feedback made it clear that teachers had
different answers when considering academic writing and non-academic writing. Teachers also
were confused with the term “contexts,” sometimes interpreting this as the genre of writing and
other times the location in which the writing was completed. In response to this feedback, the
aforementioned question was split into two items with clarified terminology, resulting in the
following items: “To what extent can you motivate your apprehensive writers to write in
academic genres?” (Q8) and “To what extent can you motivate your apprehensive writers to
write in non-academic genres?” (Q9).
All three of the respondents were confused by the various question stems and how these
stems aligned with the scale responses they were given. Prior to the final revisions, there were
three possible item stems: (a) “To what extent can you…,” (b) “How well can you…,” and (c)
“How much can you do…” In response, teachers were asked to respond with scale items ranging
from 1 (Nothing) to 9 (A great deal). These question stems and scale anchors were adopted
directly from Tschannen-Moran and Woolfolk Hoy’s (2001) TSES, which took the scale anchors
(but not the question stems) directly from Bandura's unpublished Teaching Self-Efficacy Scale.
Perhaps due to the separate origins of the scale ranges and the question stems, the items did not
grammatically correspond. For instance, while a teacher can answer a “How much can you do”
question with “Nothing” (e.g., “How much can you do to motivate students?” “Nothing.”), the
same anchor response does not fit “To what extent can you” or “How well can you” questions
(e.g., “To what extent can you motivate students?” “Nothing.” “How well can you motivate
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students?” “Nothing.”). Because there were fewer question stems for “How much can you do”
questions and these questions elicited different responses than the other two questions stems, I
revised these items to use one of the other two stems (e.g., changing “How much can you do to
help your apprehensive writers value writing?” to “To what extent can you help your
apprehensive writers value writing?”).
After this, the item response ranges were compared with the item stems to make sure that
each answer made grammatical sense with the question being posed. The bottom option
(Nothing) and middle option (Some influence) did not make sense, so additional scales were
consulted to see other options. Several studies used Likert anchors that greatly resembled the
TSES scale but that had different responses than the two answers that didn’t grammatically fit
my questions (Cotton et al., 2009; Grimit, 2014; Robins et al., 1990; Shapiro et al., 2005).
Instead, these scales started at Not at all, passed through Somewhat, and ended at the same A
great deal. Because these options were used in previous research and addressed the grammatical
issues that were confusing to the trial participants, I decided to alter the original anchors set forth
by Tschannen-Moran and Woolfolk Hoy’s (2001) TSES to change Nothing to Not at all and
Some influence to Somewhat. This resulted in a 9-part Likert-style response ranging from 1—Not
at all to 9—A great deal, which fulfills Bandura’s (1997) instructions to create a broad array of
possible answers in order to avoid a ceiling effect.
Finalizing the Survey
Through the drafting and revision process, the scale items were frequently checked
against Likert item response recommendations put forward by Hughey (2010), which are a
combination of recommendations made by Ary et al. (2006), Fowler (2002), and Gall et al.
(2007). These recommendations are as follows:
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1. Psychologically threatening items and phrasing should be avoided to reduce false
reporting or non-reporting of responses.
2. All terms and phrases used to form instructions and item text should be
comprehended by all participants.
3. All terms and phrases that might elicit bias must be avoided.
4. Item and response format should be understood; while instructions are always to be
provided, the format of the item and the expected response should be simple and
straightforward to the participant.
5. All items should be direct and short; rarely more than 20 words and typically no more
than 10.
6. Item wording must not lead or direct participants to a specific response.
7. The majority of the item should be restricted or closed response option to maximize
statistical “usefulness” of the data created. If extended or open response, the item
should elicit specific information.
This consultation resulted in a couple of phraseology changes in order to avoid verbose questions
(recommendation 5), terms that evoked inappropriate emotions or bias (recommendations 1 and
3), and terms that may not be understood by all participants (recommendation 2).
In addition to the STAWS items described above, demographic questions were also
included within the final survey. These questions were intended to provide additional
information with which to answer this study’s second research question, regarding how teachers
rate their self-efficacy. To this end, the final survey included both typical research demographic
identifiers (e.g., race, gender identity, age, education) and demographic identifiers specific to this
research. For instance, participants were asked several questions regarding their experience with
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Bandura’s (1997) sources of self-efficacy: mastery experiences (interpreted as experience
teaching), vicarious experience (interpreted as experience observing other writing teachers), and
verbal persuasion (interpreted as feedback from students, teachers, and relevant stakeholders). I
did not include a question about the fourth source of self-efficacy—physiological state—because
the inherent variety in a teacher’s emotional state would be difficult to assess in this type of
question. Based on the previously discussed research demonstrating that secondary teacher selfefficacy can be impacted by teacher education (Lee & Lee, 2014; Velthuis et al., 2014; Wenner,
2001; Woolfolk Hoy & Spero, 2005), participants were also asked a question asking about the
amount of training a teacher received prior to beginning to teach.
Data Collection
Before participants could be contacted, it was first important to identify the universities in
the Western United States that included a first-year writing requirement as a general education
prerequisite for graduation. Universities publish this information on publicly accessible online
websites, making it easy to discern which universities had teachers that would be eligible for this
study. While most universities included a general education writing requirement, a few
universities were disqualified from the sample because they did not have a first-year writing
requirement that was both (a) focused on university-level writing, and (b) required of students
regardless of major. The course schedules of retained universities were then consulted in order to
create a list of the instructors assigned to teach first-year writing in Fall 2022, as required by this
study’s inclusion criteria. There were a few universities that did not publicize their instructors'
email addresses and as such could not contribute professors to this study. Universities that
published some but not all their professors’ email addresses were retained in the sample as many
of the universities’ teachers were still contactable. These instructors were invited to participate in
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the survey using the email function of Qualtrics, which also collected and stored the data from
these responses (see Appendix E for consent form and recruitment materials). This resulted in
responses from 155 participants (response rate of 10.7%), of which 141 were deemed both
complete and eligible for the study.
Data Analysis
In order to respond to the first research question, descriptive statistics were calculated for
each of the STAWS items, including mean, standard deviation, and range. All calculations for
this study were conducted using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) version
26. The distributions of these items were graphed to determine normalcy and identify possible
outliers. I then calculated bivariate correlations among each of the 13 items on the STAWS to
examine the relationships between each of the items. The trends observed in this bivariate
correlational analysis motivated the exploratory factor analysis (see Beavers et al., 2013;
Williams et al., 2010).
The exploratory factor analysis was conducted using the principal components analysis
function with an oblique Direct Oblimin rotation in SPSS. An oblique rotation was initially
chosen because the STAWS items were asked under subject headings that proposed a possible
conceptual structure for a priori factors. This correlation was later verified using a factor
correlation matrix in SPSS. Researchers have recommended using an oblique rotation rather than
an orthogonal rotation when the correlation between the factors is above 0.32. The correlation of
the two identified factors in the STAWS was 0.61. These results supported the use of an oblique
rotation, and a Direct Oblimin rotation was chosen.
The data were confirmed to be factorable using the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) measure
of sampling adequacy and Bartlett’s test of sphericity. For a scale to be factorable, researchers
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have suggested a minimum KMO value of 0.5 and Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity significance level
of p < .05 (Kaiser & Rice, 1974; Rusuli et al., 2013). Using SPSS, I calculated the KMO value of
the STAWS to be 0.88 and the Bartlett’s significance level to be p < .001, so the data did appear
to be factorable. All 13 items were retained for the next step in that analysis since none of the 13
STAWS items were low in communalities, as measured by a principal component analysis with a
low-communality threshold of 0.4 (Artino & McCoach, 2008; Block et al., 2013). The
exploratory factor analysis suggested a two-factor solution of the data that is described in the
Results section. These factors were compared to the original scale subheadings in order to
develop conceptual factor identities. Finally, Cronbach’s alpha was calculated to evaluate the
internal consistency of each of the new factors. The resulting factors allowed me to answer the
first research questions and were utilized to explore the second research question.
The second research question asked how instructors of first-year university writing
courses rate their self-efficacy to attend to the needs of their students who experience high
writing apprehension. In order to answer this question, I calculated new variables from the twofactor solution of the STAWS data to use in the descriptive analysis. Two factor variables and
one whole construct composite variable were created using simple averages of three groups: (a) a
variable of the 5 items that load onto Factor 1 (F1), (b) a variable of the 4 items that load onto
Factor 2 (F2), and (c) a composite of the total 9 items that were retained following the
exploratory factor analysis and make up the final version of the STAWS (QCom). Descriptive
statistics (mean and standard deviation) were calculated for each of these variables to see the
general trends of the data. Descriptive statistics were also calculated by demographic subgroups
in order to illuminate how teacher self-efficacy may vary by these demographic identifiers.
While there is minimal interpretability to these data, since it was collected with an instrument
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that is not yet validated, each of these steps allowed me to describe and understand the selfefficacy of instructors to teach apprehensive writers as effectively as possible given the current
data.
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CHAPTER 4
Results
This research project sought answers to two research priorities: (a) What are the
underlying dimensions of the STAWS? Does it demonstrate sufficient internal consistency?, and
(b) How do instructors of first-year university writing courses rate their self-efficacy, as
measured by the STAWS, to teach their students who experience high writing apprehension?
Each of these research questions required its own phase of data analysis. The following section
will present the results of each stage of the analysis in accordance with the research questions.
Phase 1: Correlation and Exploratory Factor Analysis
This phase of the research was intended to answer the study’s first research question,
made up of the following two queries: What are the underlying dimensions of STAWS? Does it
demonstrate sufficient internal consistency?
I first calculated descriptive statistics for each item (see Table 2). The means of the 13
items indicated that instructors overall felt moderately high levels of self-efficacy, with means
ranging between 6.4 (Q10) and 7.5 (Q2). The wording of these items indicates that instructors on
average were least confident in their abilities to help their apprehensive writers feel comfortable
sharing their writing with non-teachers (Q10) and most confident to support students who selfidentify as experiencing writing anxiety (Q2). Both values still show moderately high levels of
self-efficacy. Thus, while these mean differences demonstrate a measurable difference in average
confidence of teachers on these items—more than a standard deviation (sample SD = 1)—these
values still generally demonstrate that instructors are more confident than not in their abilities to
help their apprehensive writers, even in the areas that are on average most difficult for them.
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Table 2
Descriptive Statistics of Scale Items
Variable

Item Wording

Sample

Mean SD Min Max
6.9

1.0

1

9

Q1

To what extent can you identify students struggling with high
writing apprehension?

7.0

1.4

2

9

Q2

How well can you support a student who reaches out because
they are struggling with anxiety in their writing?

7.5

1.2

3

9

Q3

To what extent can you craft writing tasks that feel achievable
to highly apprehensive writers?

7.2

1.4

1

9

6.6

1.7

1

9

6.7

1.4

3

9

6.7

Q4
Q5

How well can you differentiate your writing instruction to
help your highly apprehensive writers while still supporting
the rest of the class?
How well can you help a highly apprehensive writer find
aspects of writing that they enjoy?

Q6

To what extent can you help your highly apprehensive writers
value writing?

1.3

4

9

Q7

How well can you help your highly apprehensive writers think
6.8 1.35
critically about their writing?

4

9

Q8

To what extent can you motivate your highly apprehensive
writers to write in academic genres?

Q9
Q10

To what extent can you motivate your highly apprehensive
writers to write in non-academic genres?
To what extent can you help an highly apprehensive writer
feel comfortable sharing their writing with people other than
you?

6.5

1.3

2

9

7.0

1.7

2

9

6.4

1.6

2

9

Q11

To what extent can you help your highly apprehensive writers
believe they can improve their writing?

7.3

1.3

4

9

Q12

To what extent can you help your highly apprehensive writers
believe they can express their ideas clearly in writing?

6.9

1.3

2

9

3

9

To what extent can you help your highly apprehensive writers
6.9 1.5
believe they can earn high scores on writing assignments?
Note. All responses given on a range of 1–9, given the following touchstone response
Q13

descriptions: 1: Not at all, 3: Very little, 5: Somewhat, 7: Quite a bit, 9: A great deal
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Additionally, while teachers were most confident in their ability to teach students who
reached out looking for help with their writing anxiety (Q2 M = 7.5), teachers on average
reported feeling slightly less confident in their ability to identify students struggling with writing
apprehension (Q1 M = 7.0). Teachers also reported being more confident in their abilities to
motivate students to write in non-academic genres (Q9 M = 6.95) than in academic genres (Q8 M
= 6.39). That said, each of these mean differences were around half of a sample standard
deviation (SD = 1.0), so the discrepancies were not large. In terms of item standard deviations,
teachers reported the least consensus on items Q4 and Q9, meaning that teachers were more
varied in their believed abilities to support apprehensive writers while meeting their other
students’ needs (Q4 SD = 1.7) and to motivate apprehensive writers to write in non-academic
genres (Q9 SD = 1.7). Instructors were most unified in their confidence to teach students who
reached out looking for help with their writing anxiety (Q2 SD = 1.2); however, since this was
also the item with the highest mean, it was possible that this was due to a ceiling effect.
In order to evaluate the distribution tendencies of each item, I graphed frequency
histograms for each of the 13 STAWS. As suspected, Q2 (supporting anxious writers who reach
out to the teacher) did appear to be impacted by a ceiling effect, along with Q9 (motivating
student to write in non-academic genres). Q11 (helping students believe they can improve their
writing) appeared to be abnormally distributed. The rest of the items seemed to be normally
distributed.
Next, the bivariate correlations between the STAWS items were calculated, using
Pearson’s r, in order to take a preliminary look at the internal consistency and factor loadings of
different constructs of self-efficacy. See Table 3 for the bivariate correlation table.
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Table 3
Bivariate Relationships Between Scale Items
Var.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4

1
2
3
4

1
.41
.25
.48

1
.58
.56

1
.65

1

Q5

5

.51

.53

.44

.53

1

Q6
6
Q7
7
Q8
8
Q9
9
Q10 10

.30
.32
.27
.26
.31

.42
.34
.38
.30
.33

.42
.41
.40
.34
.47

.45
.46
.41
.35
.44

.66
.43
.48
.50
.47

1
.54
.57
.44
.39

1
.55
.33
.40

1
.40
.43

1
.56

1

Q11 11

.39

.50

.52

.48

.50

.54

.43

.49

.38

.49

1

Q12 12

.42

.47

.45

.47

.56

.58

.51

.51

.40

.49

.80

1

Q13 13

.36

.47

.42

.45

.45

.42

.27

.43

.32

.50

.58

.70

13

1

Note. All values significant to p < .01. Outlined areas are discussed in the following paragraph.
All 13 items showed significant correlations to the other items (p < .05). Using Cohen’s
(2013) descriptions of strength of association (i.e., r = .1 is small, r = .3 is medium, and r = .5 is
large), most of the items had medium strength of association with the other items. Since these
items were originally included below conceptual subheadings (Q1–Q4: Identifying Apprehensive
Writer Needs; Q5–Q10: Apprehensive Writer Engagement; Q11–Q13: Apprehensive Writer
Self-efficacy), the correlations were compared within this structure. Interestingly, Q1 and Q2 did
appear to be less strongly correlated with the items from the second subheading (with r ≤ .35 for
the majority of items Q7–Q10; see single-lined box in Table 3). Q9 also demonstrated relatively
low strength of association with items from the first subheading (r ≤ .35 for items Q1–Q4; see
dotted lines in Table 3). Some items, however, did not appear to fit into these conceptualized
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groupings. Specifically, items Q5, Q11, and Q12 were relatively strongly correlated with all the
responses regardless of category, with each item correlated strongly with at least half of the other
items (see double-lined boxes in Table 4). Still, these initial correlations suggested that the
original subheadings could indicate a potential underlying structure to this scale. In order to
further understand the underlying structure of the self-efficacy to teach apprehensive writers
construct, as measured by the STAWS, an exploratory factor analysis was utilized.
I conducted an exploratory factor analysis with an Oblimin rotation using SPSS version
26. An examination of the resulting eigenvalues (λ

Factor 1

= 6.46, λ

Factor 2

= 1.02, λ

Factor 3

= 0.90) suggested

a two-factor solution based on the Kaiser criterion accepting eigenvalues over 1.0. This solution
explained 57.6% of the data variation. I examined the resulting Component Pattern Matrix to
analyze each item’s factor loading (see Table 4). Factors less than |.1| did not meet inclusion
criteria for adding to the conceptual understanding of self-efficacy, and thus were not included
within the table. This examination revealed 6 items that showed possible evidence of crossloading (Q5, Q6, Q9, Q11, Q12, and Q13). Items Q9 and Q6 were immediately deemed eligible
for factoring because their Factor 1 loading was strong enough to make the near-0.1 Factor 2
loading comparably insignificant. Four other items, Q5, Q11, Q12, and Q13, cross-loaded at
much higher ratios. Three of these items (Q5, Q11, and Q12) had previously demonstrated high
correlations regardless of category, so their cross-loading levels were anticipated. The four items
that cross-loaded at high ratios (Q5, Q11, Q12, Q13) also had conceptual failings. As previously
mentioned, Q5 was one of only two items to not use a TSES item as a foundation and instead
came from five separate WAT items. On the other hand, Q11–Q13 all stemmed from one shared
TSES item and combined with a minimum of three WAT items each. The separate origins appear
to have created some ambiguity in the items’ wordings, which resulted in less clear responses.
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Table 4
Oblimin Pattern Matrix of Scale Items With Kaiser Normalization
Var.
Q8
Q6
Q9
Q7
Q10
Q12
Q5
Q2
Q4
Q1
Q3
Q13
Q11

Item Wording
To what extent can you motivate your highly
apprehensive writers to write in academic genres?
To what extent can you help your highly apprehensive
writers value writing?
To what extent can you motivate your highly
apprehensive writers to write in non-academic genres?
How well can you help your highly apprehensive writers
think critically about their writing?
To what extent can you help an highly apprehensive
writer feel comfortable sharing their writing with people
other than you?
To what extent can you help your highly apprehensive
writers believe they can express their ideas clearly in
writing?
How well can you help a highly apprehensive writer find
aspects of writing that they enjoy?
How well can you support a student who reaches out
because they are struggling with anxiety in their writing?
How well can you differentiate your writing instruction to
help your highly apprehensive writers while still
supporting the rest of the class?
To what extent can you identify students struggling with
high writing apprehension?
To what extent can you craft writing tasks that feel
achievable to highly apprehensive writers?
To what extent can you help your highly apprehensive
writers believe they can earn high scores on writing
assignments?
To what extent can you help your highly apprehensive
writers believe they can improve their writing?

Factor 1

Factor 2

.805
.775
.769

.114

.710
.624

.126

.533

.374

.483

.377
.870
.785
.702
.690

.259

.527

.433

.441

Note. Values less than |.1| excluded. Rotation converged in 8 iterations. Shading included to
indicate items that cross-loaded at high enough ratios that they were ultimately removed from the
scale.
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While the four items that cross-loaded at high ratios (Q5, Q11, Q12, Q13) still seem to
measure self-efficacy to teach apprehensive writers (as seen by their large correlations with the
other items), they do not align with the conceptual factoring structure of the STAWS. Due to
these statistical and theoretical ambiguities, all four items were removed from the STAWS to
create a more parsimonious scale. The nine retained items resulted in two factors (see Table 5):
Factor 1, composed of items Q6–Q10 (accounting for a total of 49.7% of variation) and Factor 2,
composed of items Q1–Q4 (accounting for a total of 7.9% of variation).
Table 5
Retained Scale Items and Factors
Var.

Item/Factor Wording

F1

Teacher self-efficacy to engage apprehensive writers (“Engagement”)

Q6

To what extent can you help your highly apprehensive writers value writing?

Q7
Q8

How well can you help your highly apprehensive writers think critically about their
writing?
To what extent can you motivate your highly apprehensive writers to write in academic
genres?

Q9

To what extent can you motivate your highly apprehensive writers to write in nonacademic genres?

Q10

To what extent can you help an highly apprehensive writer feel comfortable sharing
their writing with people other than you?

F2

Teacher self-efficacy to identify and meet apprehensive writer needs (“Needs”)

Q1

To what extent can you identify students struggling with high writing apprehension?
How well can you support a student who reaches out because they are struggling with
anxiety in their writing?

Q2
Q3

To what extent can you craft writing tasks that feel achievable to highly apprehensive
writers?

Q4

How well can you differentiate your writing instruction to help your highly
apprehensive writers while still supporting the rest of the class?

Note. Only retained items showed above. Factor 1 and Factor 2 bolded for clarity.
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The two identified factors were then analyzed in accordance with the original scale
subheadings (Q1–Q4: Identifying Apprehensive Writer Needs; Q5–Q10 Apprehensive Writer
Engagement; Q11–Q13: Apprehensive Writer Self-efficacy). These identified factors partially
align with the original structure of the scale. All the items underneath the heading “Apprehensive
Writer Self-Beliefs” (Q11, Q12, and Q13) and one item underneath the heading “Apprehensive
Writer Engagement” (Q5) had been removed from the STAWS. The remaining items all factored
naturally with the other items in their original subheading groups, which were written during the
scale-creation process to ensure that teachers had a conceptual framework in which to respond to
the items. Upon examining the wording of the items and the original subheadings, Factor 1
appeared to measure a teacher’s self-efficacy to engage apprehensive writers (nicknamed
“Engagement”) and Factor 2 appeared to measure a teacher’s self-efficacy to identify and meet
apprehensive writer needs (nicknamed “Needs”).
Finally, Cronbach’s alpha was calculated for each of the new factors in order to ensure
that both factors were internally consistent. The alpha of Factor 1 was .80 and the alpha of Factor
2 was .79. While there is not one set standard for acceptable rates of Cronbach’s alpha (Barbera
et al., 2020; Taber, 2018), many researchers have used 0.7 as an acceptable value to demonstrate
consistency (Beckman et al., 2003; Hillman et al., 2006; Rojabi, 2020). Thus, it was deemed that
the two factors demonstrate sufficient internal consistency to justify their use in this study. These
factors, with their abridged list of STAWS items, were used for the next phase of analysis.
Phase 2: Descriptive Statistics of Survey Responses
This portion of the research provided answers to the study’s second research question:
How do instructors of first-year university writing courses rate their self-efficacy, as measured
by the STAWS, to teach their students who experience high writing apprehension?
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Although there is little interpretability in these data, since it was obtained through an
instrument that has yet to be completely validated (the STAWS), I determined to include broad
data observations in order to illuminate future research paths. To this end, composite variables
were calculated by creating simple averages for the two STAWS factors (F1 and F2) and the
resulting 9-item scale as a whole (QCom). Descriptive statistics were calculated for each of these
three composite scores, both for the whole group and by demographic subgroups (see Appendix
F). I evaluated the various demographic subgroups to determine which groups appeared to be
most theoretically and statistically noteworthy. These values were included in Table 6.
Table 6
Descriptive Statistics of Scale Factors by Self-Efficacy Subgroups
Variable

Subgroup

n

F1

F2

QCom

M(SD)

M(SD)

M(SD)

Full Sample

--

141

6.7(1.1)

7.1(1.1)

6.8(1.0)

Experience

0 years

1

6.0

5.75

5.9

1-3 years

18

6.2(1.0)

6.7(1.1)

6.4(1.0)

3-5 years

12

6.7(1.2)

7.0(0.9)

6.8(0.9)

5-10 years
10-25 years

27
69

6.2(1.3)
7.0(1.0)

6.9(1.3)
7.3(1.0)

6.5(1.1)
7.2(0.9)

25+ years

14

6.5(0.8)

6.7(1.5)

6.6(1.0)

Not at all

4

6.1(1.2)

6.4(2.6)

6.3(1.7)

Very little

29

6.3(1.1)

6.6(1.0)

6.4(0.9)

Somewhat

55

6.7(1.1)

7.0(1.1)

6.8(1.0)

Quite a bit
A great deal
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13

6.8(1.1)
7.0(1.0)

7.3(1.1)
7.8(0.8)

7.0(1.0)
7.3(0.8)

Not at all

0

--

--

--

Very little

8

6.0(1.2)

6.8(1.3)

6.3(1.1)

Somewhat

43

6.4(1.0)

6.8(1.0)

6.6(0.9)

Quite a bit

60

6.7(1.1)

7.1(1.2)

6.9(1.0)

7.4(1.1)

7.2(1.0)

Observation

Feedback

A great deal
30
7.1(1.1)
Note. For a full table of all demographic subgroups, see Appendix F
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Overall, the 141 respondents reported feeling moderately self-efficacious based on the
composite self-efficacy score (QCom M = 6.8, SD = 1.0). Composites scores ranged from a
moderately low sense of self-efficacy (Min = 3.9) to a high sense of self-efficacy (Max = 9.0).
The distribution of composite self-efficacy responses appeared normal, and only three
participants scored the maximum composite score possible (9). While individual items may have
been impacted by a slight ceiling effect, it does not seem likely that there was a ceiling effect for
overall self-efficacy to teach apprehensive writers based on the STAWS composite score. This
also appeared to be true in the two factors, which both had only four respondents receive the
maximum score possible. An examination of the factors means suggested that instructors on
average felt more confident in their abilities to identify and meet the needs of their apprehensive
writers (F2 M = 7.1) than they to engage these apprehensive writers (F1 M = 6.7). The difference
between the two factors was around half of a standard deviation for the sample (SD = 1.0),
resulting in a notable but not extreme difference in self-efficacy beliefs by factor.
The Experience, Observation, and Feedback variables were deemed to be the most
theoretically relevant variables to assess in terms of demographic subgroups due to their strong
foundation in Bandura’s (1997) sources of self-efficacy (mastery experience, vicarious
experience, and verbal persuasion, respectively). Since there were no observable patterns in the
mean differences of the Experience variable (see Table 5), there does not seem to be grounds for
speculation about any impact of mastery experiences on self-efficacy to teach apprehensive
writers as measured by the STAWS for participants in this study. However, notable mean
differences were observed across both the Observation and Feedback variables. In these two
variables, those who reported more experience with each self-efficacy source reported feeling
higher self-efficacy levels as measured by the STAWS. These data give very preliminary support
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to Bandura’s (1997) assertion that a teacher’s amount of experience with sources of self-efficacy
may relate to their self-efficacy levels.
These mean differences were observed across all three newly created variables (F1, F2,
and QCom). However, there seemed to be relatively larger mean differences in the Observation
variable across F2 (“Needs”) and in the Feedback variable across F1 (“Engagement”). In the
Observation variable, responses for Factor 2 resulted in a mean difference of 1.4 Likert units
from the lowest response (“Not at all”) to the highest response (“A great deal”). In contrast, the
responses for Factor 1 only resulted in a mean difference of 0.9 Likert units across the same
range. On the other hand, in the Feedback variable, mean differences were most apparent across
Factor 1, with a mean difference (from “Very little” to “A great deal”) of 1.0, while Factor 2
only resulted in a mean difference of 0.6. These mean differences seem to suggest that different
sources of self-efficacy may relate more with different aspects of self-efficacy to teach
apprehensive writers, as measured by the STAWS.
Summary of Study Results
The statistical analysis of this study resulted in a 9-item scale that measures the selfefficacy of instructors of first-year writing to teach apprehensive writers across two factors: (a)
self-efficacy to engage apprehensive writers, and (b) self-efficacy to identify and meet the needs
of apprehensive writers. The surveyed instructors reported feeling moderately high self-efficacy
in their ability to teach apprehensive writers, though they were potentially slightly more
confident in their ability to identify/meet the needs of apprehensive writers than they were to
engage these writers. Instructors appeared to experience different levels of self-efficacy
depending on some demographic identifiers, particularly as related to their experiences with
sources of self-efficacy.
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CHAPTER 5
Discussion
This study sought to create and explore a new instrument that can be used to measure the
self-efficacy of writing instructors to teach their more apprehensive writers. This instrument, the
Self-efficacy to Teach Apprehensive Writers Scale (STAWS) was crafted using TschannenMoran and Woolfolk Hoy’s (2001) TSES and Daly and Miller’s (1975) WAT as references.
Secondarily, using this new instrument, this study examined the self-efficacy of first-year writing
instructors to teach their apprehensive writers. In the following sections, I discuss the findings of
this study, identify the limitations of the conclusions drawn here, and propose implications for
future research and practice.
Findings
This section explicates the various conclusions and interpretations discovered while
attempting to answer each of the study’s research questions.
Evaluating the New Scale
While the scale still needs to be validated, the clearest contribution of this study to the
research literature is this nascent instrument that can be used to measure the self-efficacy of
instructors to teach their apprehensive writers. While the scale was used in a first-year writing
context for this study, the scale is not limited to that context. It could be used in any setting in
which writing is a primary teaching objective.
This new scale was examined through the process of an exploratory factor analysis. After
removing four items from the original measure, the STAWS appears to have two latent factors:
Factor 1, self-efficacy to engage apprehensive writers (accounting for 49.7% of the variation),
and Factor 2, self-efficacy to identify and meet apprehensive writer needs (accounting for 7.9%
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of the variation). The fact that the engagement factor (F1) takes up so much of the variation is
unsurprising when compared to the results of Tschannen-Moran and Woolfolk Hoy’s (2001)
exploratory factor analysis of the TSES. They, too, found the engagement factor to make up the
largest percentage of the variation—43.3%.
While the two identified factors are statistically distinct, they are also conceptually
distinct. Factor 2, which asks about teacher self-efficacy to identify and meet the needs of
apprehensive writers, focuses on the more curricular aspects of teaching. This can be seen in the
verbs of the items—teachers are asked the extent to which they can “differentiate” (Q4), “craft
writing tasks” (Q3), and “identify” and “support” struggling students (Q1 and Q2, respectively).
In this way, these items focus on teacher outcomes, looking at what teachers can accomplish that
can help the apprehensive writers in their class. Factor 1, on the other hand, which asks about
teacher self-efficacy to engage apprehensive writers, focuses more on helping students access
affective writing learning objectives. While this can be seen to some extent in the verbiage of the
questions (“motivate” for Q8 and Q9, “help” for Q6, Q7, and Q10), it is even clearer in the
outcomes that these items ask about: how students value writing (Q6), how they engage critically
with it (Q7), how they participate in writing of various genres (Q8 and Q9), and how they feel
when sharing their writing (Q10). In this way, this first factor prioritizes how apprehensive
writers engage with writing. This sits very distinctly from the second factor’s prioritization of
how teachers supplement instruction for students struggling with writing apprehension.
That said, in order to create those two clear factors, it was necessary to remove four
separate items from the original scale: Q5, Q11, Q12, and Q13. These items were removed for
both theoretical and statistical reasons. Particularly in the case of Q11–Q13 (items asking about
the self-efficacy of instructors to impact the self-efficacy of their apprehensive writers), I believe
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the scale to be stronger without these items, which required inherently complex wording that
may be confusing to participants. However, while Q5 also included somewhat complex phrasing,
this was due to creator-error rather than an inherent need in the question. Looking at the
previously described factors, Q5 (which asks about a teacher’s self-efficacy to help apprehensive
writers find aspects of writing that they enjoy) clearly fits in with the other items in Factor 1
(“Engagement”). My hypothesis is that the unnecessarily complex wording of item Q5 is to
blame for the cross-loading evidenced through the exploratory factor analysis. If this scale were
recreated, I would rephrase Q5 to ask “To what extent can you help your highly apprehensive
writers enjoy writing?” to mimic the structure of Q6, the next item, which asks “To what extent
can you help your highly apprehensive writers value writing?” This simplified wording, I
hypothesize, would diminish the amount of cross-loading in the variable and create clearer data
that may adequately factor with the rest of the retained items. Unfortunately, a re-tested scale is
outside of the scope of this study, and thus the item was simply removed to allow for a more
parsimonious scale.
Self-Efficacy of Instructors
While the conclusions that can be drawn from this portion of analysis, based in this
study’s second research question, are limited by the not yet validated nature of the scale, there
are still some preliminary suggestions that stem from the data. These findings are only
descriptive and thus must be interpreted with caution.
First, and most importantly, it appears that first-year writing instructors report feeling a
moderately high sense of self-efficacy to teach their apprehensive writers. The full sample mean
response (M = 6.8) equates to around “Quite a bit” of self-efficacy, in terms of the Likert anchors
participants used to respond. This is true across both factors (F1 “Engagement” M = 6.7, F2
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“Needs” M = 7.1). Interestingly, this mean self-efficacy to teach apprehensive writers
corresponds well with the results of Tschannen-Moran and Woolfolk Hoy’s (2001) TSES, in
which the mean response for teacher self-efficacy was 7.1. Naturally, there are extreme
limitations to the comparability of these data, seeing as the participants were different teachers in
different types of schools answering different questions using different Likert scale anchors, etc.
However, the general closeness of the data does seem to indicate the possibility that there are not
major differences between an instructor’s general self-efficacy to teach and their self-efficacy to
teach apprehensive writers. That said, it is interesting to note that engagement was one of the
highest averaging factors in the TSES (M = 7.3) but was the lowest averaging factor in the
STAWS (M = 6.7). Without additional research, however, this is only an observation with
limited interpretability.
In addition to the findings of moderately high instructor self-efficacy to teach
apprehensive writers, this study suggests that there could be a difference in teacher self-efficacy
by factor on the STAWS. The preliminary results of this scale seem to suggest that instructors
feel more efficacious about their ability to identify and meet the needs of their apprehensive
writers than they feel about their ability to engage apprehensive writers.
With the descriptive analysis results regarding the sources of self-efficacy subgroups, this
study joins many other research projects (e.g., Arslan, 2013; Loo & Choy, 2013; Usher &
Pajares, 2008, 2009; Warner et al., 2014) in supporting the sources of self-efficacy identified by
Bandura (1997). That said, while most researchers acknowledge mastery experience to be the
most powerful source of self-efficacy (Bandura, 1977, 1986, 1997; Loo & Choy, 2013;
Tschannen-Moran & McMaster, 2009; Wood & Bandura, 1989), it is interesting to note that the
experience variable in this study did not appear to validate the importance of experience. It is
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possible that this was because the demographic experience item only asked about the years of
experience a teacher had, while self-efficacy research is clear that positive experiences can lead
to increases in self-efficacy while negative experiences can lead to a decrease in self-efficacy
(Bandura, 1997; Muretta, 2005; Wood & Bandura, 1989). Thus, this study’s approach in only
asking about the quantity of experiences demonstrates a potential flaw in the demographic
questioning. That said, the observation (vicarious experiences) and feedback (verbal persuasion)
variables still appeared to have notable implications as sources of self-efficacy. It also appears
that these sources of self-efficacy could relate to different aspects of self-efficacy to teach
apprehensive writers in individual ways. Based on the findings described above, it is possible
that observations help instructors gain more benefits in feeling confident in their ability to
identify and meet apprehensive writers needs while feedback may help instructors feel more
confident in their ability to engage their apprehensive writers. Again, these findings were
exploratory and descriptive and raise many more questions than answers.
Similarly, while many other demographic subgroups were explored as part of the
descriptive analysis of this study (such as teaching position and teacher training), these findings
were determined to be outside the scope of the study. Instead, they indicate areas that might be
explored in future research.
Limitations
The clearest limitation to this study is that the survey did not receive enough responses to
split into two samples, which is required for split-sample validity. Thus, the scale has not yet
been validated with a confirmatory factor analysis. This means that any conclusions drawn
regarding the second research question, pertaining to the self-efficacy of instructors of first-year
writing courses, come from the same sample that was used to explore the instrument, which is
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statistically problematic. Future projects may be used to establish validity, and it is hoped that
the STAWS will be used and validated in future research.
Additionally, there is reason to suspect that the sample of this study is not representative
of the full population of instructors of first-year writing courses at four-year universities, due to
the previously discussed inclusion criteria resulting in a disproportionately low number of
participants who were graduate student instructors. Since teaching position correlated highly
with a teacher’s age, experience, and level of education, the study may also underrepresent
teachers who are young, inexperienced, and/or have achieved less education than other teachers.
This is particularly concerning since prior research has demonstrated that novice instructors (who
often meet all of the demographic descriptors above) generally report experiencing lower selfefficacy then their more experienced peers (Smollin & Arluke, 2014; Tschannen-Moran &
Woolfolk Hoy, 2007; Wisniewski, 2014). Indeed, even the STAWS preliminary analysis
suggested that graduate student instructors may experience lower self-efficacy (M = 6.4) than
other instructors (M = 7.0), though the low number of graduate student instructors (n = 25) and
the yet unvalidated nature of the instrument prevented this from being a significant finding to the
study (see Appendix F). Thus, the underrepresentation of graduate student instructors could
mean that the average levels of self-efficacy reported above overestimate the self-efficacy that
the typical first-year writing instructor experiences.
Implications
While the scale remains yet unvalidated, the clearest contribution of this study to the
research literature is a scale that can be used (once validated) to measure the self-efficacy of
instructors to teach their apprehensive writers. Validating the scale is the most obvious direction
for future research.
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Additionally, once the STAWS has been validated, it would be interesting to further
investigate the preliminary findings described above, particularly in terms of the sources of selfefficacy. While many studies have validated the relationship between Bandura’s (1997) four
sources of self-efficacy and actual shifts in self-efficacy, there hasn’t been any research that
looked at these sources of self-efficacy and self-efficacy to teach apprehensive writers. Future
research should also better investigate the self-efficacy of instructors of different teaching
positions. For instance, since both this and other studies seems to indicate a difference in the selfefficacy of graduate student instructors, this would be an important demographic to investigate
further. This scale could also be applied to ELA teachers in secondary schools or to instructors of
university writing outside of just the first-year writing context. Since it is not yet known how an
instructor’s self-efficacy to teach apprehensive writers compares to their general teaching selfefficacy, another research direction would be to solicit teacher responses both on the STAWS
and the TSES (or another self-efficacy instrument) in order to compare the two. Since there
hasn’t previously been a scale that allowed researchers to measure and explore the self-efficacy
of instructors to teach apprehensive writers, there are many contexts in which this instrument
could be useful.
In terms of teaching practice, one important implication from this study is that instructors
of first-year writing do appear to have moderately high self-efficacy to teach apprehensive
writers. That said, since teachers appear to feel slightly less efficacious to engage these
apprehensive writers than they are to identify and meet their needs, there could be room for
professional development or discussion surrounding how to engage students who experience
high writing apprehension in the composition process. Perhaps future training could incorporate
soliciting feedback from students and other teachers on one’s teaching practice, since the
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preliminary findings of this study suggest that feedback may be correlated with higher rates of
self-efficacy to engage apprehensive writers.
Conclusion
This study has contributed to the field of knowledge of teacher self-efficacy, specifically
by being the first to address self-efficacy to teach apprehensive writers. While many self-efficacy
scales exist to measure a teacher’s general self-efficacy or even self-efficacy to teach in specific
subjects, no previous instrument had been designed to measure an instructor’s self-efficacy in
their ability to teach writing to their students who experiences high writing apprehension.
Additionally, this study contributed to the field of writing apprehension, specifically by looking
at teacher experiences with student writing apprehension—a thus far under-researched territory
for writing apprehension researchers. While this scale will need to be validated before it can fully
contribute to either of these fields, the newly developed scale, STAWS, represents the first
attempt to combine the writing apprehension and teacher self-efficacy fields and create a usable
instrument with which to measure a teacher’s self-efficacy to support apprehensive writers.
Using the newly developed scale, it is understood that the self-efficacy to teach
apprehensive writers construct, as measured by the STAWS, has two latent factors: (a) selfefficacy to engage apprehensive writers, and (b) self-efficacy to identify and meet the needs of
apprehensive writers. By better understanding this construct and the factors that may impact it,
researchers and practitioners alike can better evaluate teaching and teacher training practices to
understand how teachers can best be supported in their goals to give all writers equal access to
compositional learning. Thankfully, based on preliminary investigations using the STAWS, it
appears that instructors of first-year writing feel moderately high self-efficacy to teach their
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apprehensive writers. In the future, this instrument can be used to better understand this domain
of self-efficacy within other contexts of writing instructors as well.
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APPENDIX A
Self-Efficacy to Teach Apprehensive Writers Scale (STAWS)
Instructions: The following survey will ask you to think about how well you can support the
writers in your class that struggle with writing apprehension. Writing apprehension is defined as
a writing-based anxiety that writers can experience at any stage of the writing process. It is often
characterized by avoidance of writing, fear of evaluation of writing, and expectations of poor
writing results. Students who struggle with writing apprehension (called "highly apprehensive
writers" below) may rush steps in the writing process, put off writing assignments, and/or avoid
writing situations altogether.
As you ponder the following questions, think about the students in your first-year writing classes
that fit this description and your current ability to teach to their needs.
The question will be answered on a Likert scale ranging from 1 to 9. You can use the key below
to help you consider your responses.
1: Not at all
3: Very little
5: Somewhat
7: Quite a bit
9: A great deal
Identifying and Meeting Apprehensive Writer Needs
Not at all

1
To what extent can you identify
students struggling with high writing
apprehension?
How well can you support a student
who reaches out because they are
struggling with anxiety in their
writing?
To what extent can you craft writing
tasks that feel achievable to highly
apprehensive writers?
How well can you differentiate your
writing instruction to help your
highly apprehensive writers while
still supporting the rest of the class?

Very little

2

3

Somewhat

4

5

Quite a bit

6

7

A great deal

8

9

o o o o o o o o o
o o o o o o o o o
o o o o o o o o o
o o o o o o o o o
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Engaging Apprehensive Writers
Not at all

1
To what extent can you help your
highly apprehensive writers value
writing?
How well can you help your highly
apprehensive writers think critically
about their writing?
To what extent can you motivate
your highly apprehensive writers to
write in academic genres?
To what extent can you motivate
your highly apprehensive writers to
write in non-academic genres?
To what extent can you help a highly
apprehensive writer feel comfortable
sharing their writing with people
other than you?

Very little

2

3

Somewhat

4

5

Quite a bit

6

7

A great deal

8

9

o o o o o o o o o
o o o o o o o o o
o o o o o o o o o
o o o o o o o o o
o o o o o o o o o
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APPENDIX B
Survey With Demographic and Scale Questions
Demographic Questions:
● Are you currently employed to teach a first-year writing course in Fall 2022?
○ Options: Yes, No
● When was the last time you taught a first-year writing course?
○ Options: I haven't taught a first-year writing course before, Less than 3 months
ago, 3-6 months ago, 6 months-1 year ago, 1-3 years ago, 3-5 years ago, 5+ years
ago
● What is your current teaching position?
○ Options: Graduate instructor, Adjunct professor, Tenure-track professor, Other)
● How many years of experience do you have as a teacher?
○ Options: 0 years, 1-3 years, 3-5 years, 5-10 years, 10-25 years, 25+ years
● To what extent have you observed other instructors teach writing at the university level?
○ Options: Not at all, Very little, Somewhat, Quite a bit, A great deal
● To what extent have you received feedback from students, colleagues, or other relevant
stakeholders regarding your teaching of university-level writing?
○ Options: Not at all, Very little, Somewhat, Quite a bit, A great deal
● To what extent did you receive training to teach prior to teaching writing at the university
level?
○ Options: Not at all, Very little, Somewhat, Quite a bit, A great deal
● How do you describe your gender?
○ Options: Male, Female, Non-binary, Other, Prefer not to answer
● Choose one or more races that you consider yourself to be.
○ Options: White, Black or African American, American Indian or Alaska Native,
Asian, Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander, Other
● Are you Spanish, Hispanic, or Latino or none of these?
○ Options: Yes, None of these
● How old are you?
○ Options: Under 18, 18-24 years old, 25-34 years old, 35-44 years old, 45-54 years
old, 55-64 years old, 65+ years old
● What is the highest level of education you have completed or the highest degree you have
received?
○ Options: Associate degree in college (2-year), Bachelor’s degree in college (4year), Some postgraduate courses but no degree, Master’s degree, Doctoral
degree, Professional degree (JD, MD)
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Self-efficacy to Teach Apprehensive Writers Scale
Instructions: The following survey will ask you to think about how well you can support the
writers in your class that struggle with writing apprehension. Writing apprehension is defined as
a writing-based anxiety that writers can experience at any stage of the writing process. It is often
characterized by avoidance of writing, fear of evaluation of writing, and expectations of poor
writing results. Students who struggle with writing apprehension (called "highly apprehensive
writers" below) may rush steps in the writing process, put off writing assignments, and/or avoid
writing situations altogether.
As you ponder the following questions, think about the students in your first-year writing classes
that fit this description and your current ability to teach to their needs.
The question will be answered on a Likert scale ranging from 1 to 9. You can use the key below
to help you consider your responses.
1: Not at all
3: Very little
5: Somewhat
7: Quite a bit
9: A great deal
Identifying Apprehensive Writer Needs
Not at all

1
To what extent can you identify
students struggling with high writing
apprehension?
How well can you support a student
who reaches out because they are
struggling with anxiety in their
writing?
To what extent can you craft writing
tasks that feel achievable to highly
apprehensive writers?
How well can you differentiate your
writing instruction to help your
highly apprehensive writers while
still supporting the rest of the class?

Very little

2

3

Somewhat

4

5

Quite a bit

6

7

A great deal

8

9

o o o o o o o o o
o o o o o o o o o
o o o o o o o o o
o o o o o o o o o
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Apprehensive Writer Engagement
Not at all

1
How well can you help a highly
apprehensive writer find aspects of
writing that they enjoy?
To what extent can you help your
highly apprehensive writers value
writing?
How well can you help your highly
apprehensive writers think critically
about their writing?
To what extent can you motivate
your highly apprehensive writers to
write in academic genres?
To what extent can you motivate
your highly apprehensive writers to
write in non-academic genres?
To what extent can you help a highly
apprehensive writer feel comfortable
sharing their writing with people
other than you?

Very little

2

3

Somewhat

4

5

Quite a bit

6

7

A great deal

8

9

o o o o o o o o o
o o o o o o o o o
o o o o o o o o o
o o o o o o o o o
o o o o o o o o o
o o o o o o o o o

Apprehensive Writer Self-Beliefs
Not at all

1
To what extent can you help your
highly apprehensive writers believe
they can improve their writing?
To what extent can you help your
highly apprehensive writers believe
they can express their ideas clearly in
writing?
To what extent can you help your
highly apprehensive writers believe
they can earn high scores on writing
assignments?

Very little

2

3

Somewhat

4

5

Quite a bit

6

7

A great deal

8

9

o o o o o o o o o
o o o o o o o o o
o o o o o o o o o
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APPENDIX C
Institutional Review Board Approval Letter

To: Sarah Clark
Department: BYU - EDUC - Teacher Education
From: Sandee Aina, MPA, HRPP Associate Director
Wayne Larsen, MAcc, IRB Administrator
Date: July 14, 2022
IRB#: IRB2022-261
Title: Exploring the Self-Efficacy of University Instructors of First-Year Writing Courses to
Teach Apprehensive Writers
Brigham Young University’s IRB has approved the research study referenced in the subject
heading as exempt level, Category 2. This study does not require an annual continuing review.
Each year near the anniversary of the approval date, you will receive an email reminding you of
your obligations as a researcher and to check on the status of the study. You will receive this
email each year until you close the study.
The study is approved as of 07/14/2022. Please reference your assigned IRB identification
number in any correspondence with the IRB.
1. Continued approval is conditional upon your compliance with the following
requirements:
2. A copy of the approved informed consent statement can be found in iRIS. No other
consent statement should be used. Each research subject must be provided with a copy or
a way to access the consent statement.
3. Any modifications to the approved protocol must be submitted, reviewed, and approved
by the IRB before modifications are incorporated in the study.
4. All recruiting tools must be submitted and approved by the IRB prior to use.
5. Instructions to access approved documents, submit modifications, report adverse events,
can be found on the IRB website, iRIS guide: https://irb.byu.edu/iris-training-resources 5.
All non-serious unanticipated problems should be reported to the IRB within 2 weeks of
the first awareness of the problem by the PI. Prompt reporting is important, as
unanticipated problems often require some modification of study procedures, protocols,
and/or informed consent processes. Such modifications require the review and approval
of the IRB. Please refer to the IRB website for more information.
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APPENDIX D
Instances of Demographic Subgroups in Sample
Variable
Question Wording
Full Sample
Position
What is your current teaching position?

Pos_known What is your current teaching position? (“Other”
option excluded)
Experience How many years of experience do you have as a
teacher?

Observation To what extent have you observed other instructors
teach writing at the university level?

Feedback

To what extent have you received feedback from
students, colleagues, or other relevant stakeholders
regarding your teaching of university-level writing?

Training

To what extent did you receive training to teach
prior to teaching writing at the university level?

Gender

How do you describe your gender?

Possible Responses

n
141
Graduate instructor
25
Adjunct professor
59
Tenure-track professor 8
Other
49
Graduate instructor
25
Adjunct professor
59
Tenure-track professor 8
0 years
1
1–3 years
18
3–5 years
12
5–10 years
27
10–25 years
69
25+ years
14
Not at all
4
Very little
29
Somewhat
55
Quite a bit
40
A great deal
13
Not at all
0
Very little
8
Somewhat
43
Quite a bit
60
A great deal
30
Not at all
5
Very little
25
Somewhat
43
Quite a bit
37
A great deal
31
Female
98
Male
39
Non-binary
2
Prefer not to answer
2
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Variable
Age

Education

Question Wording
How old are you?

Possible Responses
18–24 years old
25–34 years old
35–44 years old
45–54 years old
55–64 years old
65+ years old
What is the highest level of education you have
Bachelor’s degree in
completed or the highest degree you have received?
college (4-year
Some postgraduate
courses but no degree
Master’s degree
Doctoral degree
Professional degree
(JD, MD)

n
5
40
44
31
14
7
7
10
88
33
3
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APPENDIX E
Consent Form and Recruitment Materials
Title of the Research Study: Exploring the Self-efficacy of University Instructors of First-Year
Writing Courses to Teach Apprehensive Writer
IRB ID#: IRB2022-261
My name is Katie Romrell. I am a graduate student at Brigham Young University, and I am
conducting this research under the supervision of Dr. Erika Feinauer, from the Department of
Teacher Education. You are being invited to participate in this research study about the selfefficacy of teachers to support students who experience writing apprehension. I am interested to
learn more specifically about the self-efficacy of instructors of first-year writing courses to
attend to the needs of highly apprehensive writers in their class.
Participating in this study is optional. If you choose to participate in the study, you will be asked
to complete the following survey, which should take about 5-10 minutes of your time.
You will not be paid for participating in this study. However, at the conclusion of the survey, you
may enter yourself into a drawing for one of four $50 Amazon gift cards. It is estimated that you
have approximately a 3% chance of being selected in the drawing, though the actual odds will
depend on the number of respondents. To opt into the drawing, you would provide your email
address in a separate survey. You will only be contacted with that email address if you are a
winner of this lottery.
You can skip questions that you do not want to answer or stop the survey at any time. The survey
is anonymous, and all responses will remain fully confidential. If you opt into the gift card
drawing, the email address you provide will not be linked in any way to your original survey
response.
If you have further questions about this study, please contact my advisor, Dr. Erika Feinauer, at
erika_feinauer@byu.edu. If you have questions or concerns about your rights as a research
participant, you can contact the BYU Human Research Protections Program at 801-422-1461 or
BYU.HRPP@byu.edu.
If you want to participate in this study, click the "Accept" button below to begin the survey.
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Invitation to Research Study: Self-Efficacy to Teach Apprehensive Writers
Hello!
I am Katie Romrell, a graduate student and instructor at Brigham Young University working
under the direction of Dr. Erika Feinauer. I am currently conducting a research study titled,
"Exploring the Self-Efficacy of University Instructors of First-Year Writing Courses to Teach
Apprehensive Writers.”
I am emailing to invite you to participate in our research survey, which is about university
instructors of first-year writing courses. We are interested in understanding the self-efficacy of
these instructors to support their apprehensive student writers through their courses. If you
choose to participate, you will be presented with questions about your beliefs in your ability to
teach and support your students that experience anxiety during their writing process.
To be eligible to participate in this study, you must a) be assigned to teach a first-year writing
course in Fall 2022, and b) have taught a first-year writing course previously. You also must be
at least 18 years old.
If you choose to participate in this survey, you will respond using the Qualtrics survey link
below. The survey will take approximately 5-10 minutes to complete. Your responses will be
entirely anonymous, and you may skip questions that you don't want to answer or exit the survey
at any time. You will have until *insert date* (14 days) to complete the survey.
You will not be paid for your participation, but upon completion of the survey, you may enter
your email address into a drawing for one of four $50 Amazon gift cards.
Thanks for your time and consideration. I look forward to learning more from your responses!
Sincerely,
Katie Romrell
Reminder Email
Hello!
This is just a reminder that the Self-efficacy to Teach Apprehensive Writers survey will be
closing on *insert date*, in four days. If you are intending to complete the survey but haven't
done so yet, please be sure to complete the survey soon. For details, please refer to the previous
email. If you have any questions, please contact my supervisor, Dr. Erika Feinauer,
at erika_feinauer@byu.edu.
Thank you for your time,
Katie Romrell
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APPENDIX F
Descriptive Statistics of Scale Factors by Demographic Subgroup
Variable
Full Sample
Position

Pos_grad
Experience

Observation

Obs_3group

Feedback

Feed_3group

Training

Subgroup

n

F1

F2

QCom

M(SD)

M(SD)

M(SD)

-Graduate instructor

141
25

6.7(1.1)
6.2(1.0)

7.1(1.1)
6.6(1.0)

6.8(1.0)
6.4(1.0)

Adjunct professor

59

6.6(1.0)

7.0(1.2)

6.8(1.0)

Tenure-track professor

8

6.8(0.7)

7.3(0.9)

7.0(0.8)

Other

49

6.9(1.2)

7.3(1.1)

7.1(1.0)

Graduate instructor
Not graduate instructor

25
116

6.2(1.1)
6.7(1.1)

6.6(1.0)
7.2(1.1)

6.4(1.0)
7.0(1.0)

0 years

1

6.0

5.75

5.9

1-3 years

18

6.2(1.0)

6.7(1.1)

6.4(1.0)

3-5 years

12

6.7(1.2)

7.0(0.9)

6.8(0.9)

5-10 years

27

6.2(1.3)

6.9(1.3)

6.5(1.1)

10-25 years
25+ years

69
14

7.0(1.0)
6.5(0.8)

7.3(1.0)
6.7(1.5)

7.2(0.9)
6.6(1.0)

Not at all

4

6.1(1.2)

6.4(2.6)

6.3(1.7)

Very little

29

6.3(1.1)

6.6(1.0)

6.4(0.9)

Somewhat

55

6.7(1.1)

7.0(1.1)

6.8(1.0)

Quite a bit
A great deal

40
13

6.8(1.1)
7.0(1.0)

7.3(1.1)
7.8(0.8)

7.0(1.0)
7.3(0.8)

Very little or less

33

6.2(1.1)

6.6(1.2)

6.4(1.0)

Somewhat

55

6.7(1.1)

7.0(1.1)

6.8(1.0)

Quite a bit or more

53

6.9(1.0)

7.4(1.0)

7.1(0.9)

Not at all

0

--

--

--

Very little
Somewhat

8
43

6.0(1.2)
6.4(1.0)

6.8(1.3)
6.8(1.0)

6.3(1.1)
6.6(0.9)

Quite a bit

60

6.7(1.1)

7.1(1.2)

6.9(1.0)

A great deal

30

7.1(1.1)

7.4(1.1)

7.2(1.0)

Somewhat or less

51

6.4(1.1)

6.8(1.0)

6.6(0.9)

Quite a bit

60

6.7(1.1)

7.1(1.2)

6.9(1.0)

A great deal
Not at all

30
5

7.1(1.1)
6.7(1.7)

7.4(1.1)
7.4(0.9)

7.2(1.0)
7.0(1.3)
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Variable

Gender

Age

Education

Subgroup

n

F1

F2

QCom

M(SD)

M(SD)

M(SD)

Very little

25

6.3(1.0)

6.7(1.3)

6.5(1.1)

Somewhat

43

6.5(1.1)

7.0(1.2)

6.7(1.1)

Quite a bit

37

6.9(1.0)

7.2(1.1)

7.0(0.9)

A great deal

31

6.8(1.1)

7.3(1.0)

7.0(0.9)

Female
Male

98
39

6.7(1.1)
6.6(1.0)

7.1(1.1)
6.9(1.1)

6.9(1.0)
6.7(1.0)

Non-binary

2

6.4(0.0)

7.3(1.1)

6.8(0.6)

Prefer not to say

2

7.4(1.7)

7.1(0.2)

7.3(1.0)

18-24 years

5

5.6(1.3)

5.9(1.1)

5.7(1.1)

25-34 years

40

6.3(1.1)

6.8(1.1)

6.5(0.9)

35-44 years
45-54 years

44
31

6.8(1.0)
7.1(1.0)

7.3(1.0)
7.3(1.0)

7.0(0.9)
7.2(0.9)

55-64 years

14

6.8(1.1)

7.2(1.2)

7.0(1.0)

65+ years

7

6.1(0.9)

6.1(1.7)

6.1(1.0)

Bachelor’s degree

7

5.8(1.4)

6.3(1.3)

6.0(1.2)

Some postgrad courses

10

6.0(0.8)

6.8(1.1)

6.3(0.7)

Master’s degree
Doctoral degree

88
33

6.7(1.1)
6.8(1.1)

7.0(1.2)
7.3(1.0)

6.9(1.0)
7.0(1.0)

Professional degree
3
7.5(0.6)
8.0(0.7)
7.7(0.4)
Note. For a full key of the demographic variables and item wording, see Appendix D.

